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Miss Smilla's Feeling For Snow
Unfortunately there has been a problem with your order. A Song for the Dark Times. Through the exquisite narration of an ice expert and I do
mean: exquisite - Smilla, an Inuit scientist; Smilla a THule woman imbued with heartfelt but frozen emotion; Smilla, a human Miss Smillas Feeling
for Snow endowed with extraordinary intellect; Smilla, a native woman who steps into the 21st century as if from a recorded norse saga; Smilla,
wildly deceptive as she emerges through Hoeg's fingers - through this narrative we embark on a frightening and mysterious journey lodged between
an opening and an ending. More important than all other characteristics is the fact that she is a Greenlander living in Denmark. Crime, Mysteries It
just came across as if the author could not be bothered, or could not think of a way to round off the story better. There is only so much cat and
mouse that is interesting to read about, then it becomes dull. Say no, and you will miss not only a splendid entertainment but also an odd and
seductive meditation on the human condition. I found this a long and difficult book to read. View all 4 comments. Having said all that, Miss Smillas
Feeling for Snow despite and perhaps in part because of the author's relentless need to keep up the tension by having a person enter a room
unexpectedly with or without a gun just when the hero is on the brink of a crucial discovery, it is a page turner. She embarks on a dangerous quest
to find the truth, following a path of clues as clear to her as footsteps in the snow. You have to stay alert when reading this book - otherwise you
can't figure out what is going on. Too many things happening, too many obscure plot elements heroin smuggling by antiques dealers, Nazi
collaboration, code cracking, exotic parasites, radioactivity, x-rayed mummies, meteorites that may or may not be alien life forms, a demented
musician, a sado-masochist couple, gambling, murder, arson, really, he stops at nothingtoo many random asides, too many characters. The ice and
snow Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow everywhere, including the characters' psyche. Ingeniously plotted yes, and very atmospheric, but gets bogged
down in the middle two Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow, driving around in circles not knowing where it wants to go. At Miss Smillas Feeling for
Snow turn her snooping puts her life in danger — there are some pretty violent scenes — but she fights back tenaciously. See the list. One by One.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. View 1 comment. Smilla Jaspersen, a Greenlander by birth now residing in
Copenhagen, late thirties, single, lonely, moody, depressive, seemingly with a grudge against everything, the sort of girl you would take on a first
date, ask to be excused to go to the bathroom only you make for the exit. Title: Smilla's Sense of Snow Her situation frequently reminded me of
the struggle of Native Americans living in white American culture—the same disadvantages, the same prejudices, Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow
same tragic loss of self and place. The original Scandinavian thriller The original Scandinavian thriller One snowy day in Copenhagen, six-year-old
Isaiah falls to his death from a city rooftop. More filters. And yet that is what Urs does. Elements of the setting are unusual and it does, just about,
avoid dragging the Nazis and hidden gold into the story, so it is not all bad. She grew up in Greenland with her mother, an Arctic hunter. He
published his first novel, The History of Danish Dreams, inMiss Smillas Feeling for Snow was called 'the foremost writer of his generation' by
Information magazine. So we have a problem. Lisbeth Salander seems to have many similarities to Smilla Jaspersen. Not the best thriller that I've
read so far but it is worth reading. Sign up to our newsletter using your email. Extraordinarily evocative, atmospheric and poetic - Sunday Times
On one level, both a whodunnit and a thriller - ingeniously plotted. Peter Hoeg has a mind that is both scientific and whimsical and I find that par
Smilla is, I think, my hands-down favourite fictional character. David Nicholls. Open Preview See a Problem? Smilla Jaspersen. UK hardback first
edition. Aug 16, PM Martin Totally nailed it. Martin Totally nailed it. In the incessant insinuation that Europeans are money and power-greedy
jerks who don't understand a thing while Greenlanders are these profound people who truly understand life while they are constantly marginalised
and underestimated by the arrogant Europeans? The longer Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow read about her, the more she got on my nerves. Also, a
smattering of the supernatural is added into the mix. This double bind makes the novel really fascinating: the stronger Smilla is, the lonelier she is. I
wish it included a sequel. I did like it for about the first hundred pages or so. The formalization of the feeling that you are missing something.
Shelves: thrillercore. She embarks on a dangerous quest to Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow the truth, following a path of clues as clear to her as
footsteps in the snow. It was a wonderful thrill An excellent and Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow thriller. And now he's a writer. Margaret less. It
was turned into a film inso I Miss Smillas Feeling for Snow watch that too. Friend Reviews.
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